STEELE DOSSIER IS REAL BECAUSE
THREAD by https://twitter.com/@ironstowe
1.The document is very real and very much attested to by experts. There
are other Trump-loving-experts that are often quoted in some articles but
these guys are lying (it's obvious from their quotes).
2.Christopher Steele, This guy was head of the Russia desk of MI6. Not
some random person or opposition researcher.
3.The document was passed to Sen. John McCain of Arizona after he
heard about it from Sir Andrew Wood, the former UK ambassador to
Moscow.
4.UK Ambassador Sir Andrew Marley Wood is a credible source and he
has attested to the credibility of the document and Chris Steele.
5.Do people not believe John McCain, head of Armed Services
Committee? The very patriot who has defended this country multiple times
in war?
5a)The man wouldn't just take random rumors to an FBI director.
5b)What about those "doubters" in some conservative websites?!?!? One
"intel guy" said:
5c)something as simple as Cohen supposedly being in Prague and he's
never been to Prague
5d)So this "intel guy", is taking someone accused of a crime, at their word
as ... evidence???
5e)That lawyer did go to Italy, and in EU you don't get stamps on your
passport for moving around EU. And he has dual passports (US and ISR)

6)Notice that the report has many missing pages. Did you notice that?
6a) The page numbers are created AFTER it was cut out. But the "memo
numbers" are missing pages.
b)The numbers are skipping around, meaning there are way more memos.
c)Someone doubting the report said:
"You don't give away information like that — that makes it easy to identify
your sources."
d)"Where is the evidence from the sources?"
e)Yeah why do you think there are missing pages dummy? This is the
"expert doubting the report"?
f)Why do you think the sources-pages are missing? The evidence is
purposefully missing for most likely prosecution reasons.
g)You think that Chris Steele would just plop the whole thing on journalists
desks so that his sources get shot?
h)Notice how not ONE MI 6 officer says that you can doubt this information.
Not one.
7.According to Paul Wood of BBC News, the information in Steele's report
is also reported by "multiple intelligence sources" and "at least
a)one East European intelligence service." They report that there is "more
than one tape, not just video, but audio as well, on more than
b)one date, in more than one place, in both Moscow and St. Petersburg."
c)Does anyone doubt Paul Wood or have reason to?
d)Andrei Soldatov (Russian investigative journalist) writes:
e)the document "rings frighteningly true" and "overall reflects accurately the
way decision-making in the Kremlin looks to close observers."
f)Why had America’s intelligence agencies felt it necessary to provide a
compendium of the claims to Barack Obama and Trump himself?

g)(later it was proven that ONLY the FBI wanted Trump to see it according
to Brennan)
h)former Foreign Office official:
“The idea his work is fake or a cowboy operation is false – completely
untrue.
i)Chris is an experienced and highly regarded professional. He’s not the
sort of person who will simply pass on gossip.”
j)The official added: “If he puts something in a report, he believes there’s
sufficient credibility in it for it to be worth considering.
k) Chris is a very straight guy. He could not have survived in the job he was
in
l)if he had been prone to flights of fancy or doing things in an ill-considered
way.”
m)US Officials comment on credibility of author Steele:
It was his work on corruption in international soccer that lent
n)credence to his reporting on Trump’s entanglements in Russia, US
officials said on Wednesday.
o) Donald Trump dossier: intelligence sources vouch for author's credibility

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jan/12/intelligence-sources-vo
uch-credibility-donald-trump-russia-dossier-author?CMP=share_btn_tw

p)The @MotherJones article on the dossier

http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2016/10/veteran-spy-gave-fbi-info-alle
ging-russian-operation-cultivate-donald-trump … via @motherjones

A Veteran Spy Has Given the FBI
Information Alleging a Russian
Operation to Cultivate Donald
Trump
Has the bureau investigated this
material?

q)And of course Steele is in hiding
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/01/11/former-mi6-officer-produced-d
onald-trump-russian-dossier-terrified/?WT.mc_id=tmg_share_tw … via
@telegraphnews

Former MI6 officer Christopher Steele, who
produced Donald Trump Russian dossier,
'terrified for his safety' and went to ground
before name released
8.Former CIA officer says "claims in dossier are exactly how Russians
operate."
http://www.rawstory.com/2017/01/former-cia-officer-in-mos
8a)“feels real,” according to former CIA officer John Sipher
8b)the FBI and federal intelligence services can look at that information,
cross-reference it, interview people,find out who the sources are
8c) and find out what that information is,” he continued. Sipher, who was
stationed in Moscow in the 1990s.

cow-says-claims-in-trump-dossier-are-exactly-how-the-russians-operate/?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_mediu

8d)Soviet Colonel “If they could gather kompromat on Trump, they did it”
https://news.vice.com/story/we-talked-to-an-ex-kgb-colonel-and-putin-criticabout-the-trump-russia-dossier …

We talked to an ex-KGB colonel and Putin critic about the
Trump-Russia dossier
9)Actual quotes from Trump and Putin
9b) Even though they’re the best in the world, of course. But I doubt that
Trump went after them.”-Putin
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/waiting-for-trump-russia-hopes-for-c
loser-cooperation-on-syria-war-on-terror/2017/01/17/d24785b0-dc86-11e6b2cf-b67fe3285cbc_story.html?utm_term=.64937e88dd81

Russia’s Putin rejects
Trump dossier report
as plot against
‘legitimacy’ of
president-elect
9c)Actually this translation is probably incorrect.
"Did Trump really come and meet with Moscow prostitutes?” Firstly
he is an adult
9d)secondly he is a person who for many years has organized a
beauty pageant, socialized with the most beautiful women in the
world.

9e) It is hard to believe that he ran to a hotel to meet with our girls of a
low social class (remember Don hates poor/low-class people)
9f)"But finally, you know, what I want to say, prostitution is a serious,
ugly, social phenomenon [reinforce compromise material,
9g)"What do you think -- we have special security services running
after every American billionaire? Of course not."
Putin loves projecting.
10.I tell this to people all the time.
I was in Russia years ago, with the Miss Universe contest, which did
very well —
Moscow, the Moscow area did very, very well. And I told many people, “Be
careful, because you don’t wanna see yourself on television. Cameras all
over the place.” Trump But in those rooms, you have cameras in the
strangest places. Cameras that are so small with modern technology, you
can’t see them and you won’t know. You better be careful, or you’ll be
watching yourself on nightly television.”Trump again

